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Abstract: The complex and non-stationary character of

the EEG requires dynamic methods

for

multidimensional processes in the spectral domain. The
paper presents an adaptive algorithm of fitting bivariate
time-dependent ARMA models. On this basis it is
possible to calculate both univariate and trivariate
spectral parameters, especially coherence, with high
temporal and spectral resolution in a parametric way.
Furthermore, the application of mapping procedures
allows a topographic single-trial analysis of cognitive
processes. The possibility of complex dynamic spectral
analysis in this way is exemplarily shown for the
memorization of auditorily presented concrete nouns.
INTRODUCTION

In addition to multivariate spectral analysis methods
fit of linear multivariate

based on Fourier transforms, the

autoregressive and moving average parameters. The
parameter matrices are changed at every sample point in a
manner minimizing the prediction error of the model. The
fit of the parameter matrices will be rcalized by the
foilowing adaptive estimation procedure
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where {"n },,=r.r..,. is the estimated vector sequence of the
prediction error and {c,,}n=l,2,... is a control sequence
determining the speed of adaptation (see [3]). The orders p
and q are determined using well-known estimation methods

of model order. The momentary transfer function H^(.1) of
the fitted ARMA model may be calculated by the formula
the
wirh
H' (1) = A;t (1) x B n(L) ,
pq

models and the parametric calculation of the spectral
density matrix and other spectral parameters a.re widely

A,'(i.) = I+

used because

momentary matrices. The momentary covariance matrix S'

of the advantage of an immense data
reduction. Owing to the non-stationarity of real biological
signals,

lineu rnodelling is often rejected. Isaksson

recommended the transition to non-linear models or the use
of linear models with time-dependent parameters for the
investigation of non-stationery EEGs [1]. For this purpose
an aclaptive fitting algorithm of biveriate ARMA models

with time-varying parameters is constructed which
combines tl-re LMS algorithm and general adaptive

estimation procedures. On the basis of this adaptive modei,
the dynanric estimation of the spectral density matrix
enables the adaptation of the coherence estimation to
structural chzinges and allows the continuous investigation
of bivaritrte spectral functions with an arbitrarily high
frequency resolution at every time point. Using mapping
procedures a dynamic topographic coherence analysis of the
EEG is possible. The application of these dynamic methods
is demonstrated for the EEG analysis of cognitive
processes.

METHOD

(t, ,rTl
be the sample values of two
Let x : i (*i *i ) |
' )i=0,1 ,2,...
t'
channels of an EEG record. This two-dimensional EEG
signal will be fitted by a two-dimensional linear model
which is able to react on structure changes of the signal.
This condition is fulfilled by an autoregressive moving
average model (ARMA model) with time- varying
parametersl
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and q Ne the orders of the model, z is a twodimensional noise process, y is the two-dimensional model
where p

process, and

n*(n) and Bt(n) ue 2*2-

matrices
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of the bivariate prediction effor
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l=1
{",,},,=r,r,... may be

estimated adaptively (see[3]). Now it is possible to calculate

the spectral density matrix at every sample point n by
f ,, (1) = H' (1) * s,' * uI(Å) , where tlf tfl denotes the
complex conjugate and transpose

of H,, (1,) . That means

that this adaptively estimated spectral density matrix
F"
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is a function in frequency and in time. In such a way, we get
the instantaneous coherence function at every sample point:

ltrr,,,tl)l'
\^)= r,,,,(1) * frr,^(L) . Analogously, the momentary
cross phase spectrum may be calculated by
Q"(L)= rs{nr(rrr,(D)+ i m(r,r,,'(Å))}.rhererore, it is
possible to observe completely the evolution of the
-

) t nl

P"-

for every EEG channel pair and the
mean coherence and the mean cross phase for any arbitrary
frequency band. Applying the mapping procedures for local
coherences (see[2]) at every sample point n the resulting
map sequence enables a dynamic topographic coherence
analysis (see[4]).
coherence function

RESULTS

The dynamic spectral methods were applied to single
EEG rials of participants which had to memorize auditorily
presented concrete nouns and to recall them. The EEG was
recorded from 19 scalp electrodes (10120 system) with a
sampling frequency of 256H2. The duration of the single
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word representation shown further down was 780msec, the
2sec interval where the word representation ends at 1000ms
had to be analysed. Figure 1 shows a detailed timecoherence-analysis of the electrode pair T6lP4.
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Using local coherence mapping we extend the examinations
to the topography of the whole cortex.
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Fig. 1:Time-coherence-analysis of a single task. The
color scale from black to white denotes values from 0 to 1.
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The coherence function changes very strongly during the

Fig. 4: Map sequence of local coherences of the betal-band
during the task beginning with the word presentation

frequency band (13-18H2). Averaging the coherence values

In the end of the presentation of the word an increase of
the coherences in the right temporal/parietal cortex may be
seen. Moreover, in the whole interval of word presentation
there are high coherences in the frontal area, which are
vanishing afterwirds. The example demonstrates the quick
changes of the EEG during information processing.

task. In the end of the presentation (800-1000ms) high
coherence values may be observed within the betal-

within the betal-band we get a time-depending

band

coherence function.

CONCLUSION

The results show that introduced dynamic methods of

coherence analysis enable
investigation

Fig. 2: Band coherence function of the electrode pair
T6lP5 during a single task marked by the triggers.

In the end of the word presentation there is a strong
increase of the band coherence. This speaks for a high
synchronizatron in this cortex area. This supposition may be
supported by considering the mean cross phase of the betal-

of

an

adequate processual

information processing. The momentary

coherence allows the detection and dynamic description of
thinking processes also in a topographic way.
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Fig. 3: Band cross phase function of the electrode pair
T6/P5 during a single task marked by the triggers.
Figure 3 shows the time course of the band cross phase.
Because of the neighbourhood of the electrodes T6 and P4

the low cross phase values during the interval with high
coherences (nearly 800-1000ms) speak
svnchronization.
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